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A thought piece by Capterio.  1600 words, reading time 6 minutes 30 seconds.  

Executive summary 

• The World Bank released this week it’s latest Global Gas Flaring Tracker 

Report.  The figures are concerning: gas flaring in 2019 has increased by 3% vs 

2018, to 150 BCM per year, reaching levels last seen in 2009.  That’s $17 billion 

per year of potential lost sales and, 550-1200 million tonnes of CO2-equivalent 

(and potentially avoidable) emissions.  

 

• When flaring is combined with the latest estimates from the IEA’s methane 

tracker of venting and leaking (adding another 115 BCM), the potential lost 

sales of gas increase to $34 billion and the total CO2-equivalent emissions 

increase to 7.8 billion tonnes.  The combined emissions from flaring, venting 

and leaking imply that the total emissions from the natural gas value chain are 

2.1x greater than that generated through “end-use” combustion. 

 

• COVID has sharpened the focus on the climate crisis and highlights the need to 

accelerate the “energy transition”.  We must reduce emissions from the natural 

gas system (including its associated oil value chain) if gas is to play a key role.  

Studies have shown that abatement of flaring, venting and leaking is not only 

possible with proven technology, but also is frequently commercially 

attractive.  It’s time to act. 

Emissions from the global gas system are heading in the wrong 

direction 

Capterio has compiled and analysed the latest data on natural gas.  We combine the 

World Bank’s Global Gas Flaring Reduction Partnership (released July 21, 2020) with 

production data from the bp Statistical Review of World Energy (released in June 

2020) and data on venting and leaking from the IEA’s Methane Tracker (released in 

March 2020).   

By integrating these data, we derive a comprehensive view on the scale of the losses 

in the global gas system (noting that the gas system also includes the oil value chain 

is a key).  We believe our approach is unique, and we have not seen the data 

aggregated and analysed in this manner elsewhere.  

The numbers in Figure 1 are startling.  Globally, we waste almost 300 BCM of gas (7% 

of what we consume), leading to a revenue potential loss of $34 billion (assuming $3 

per mmbtu).  While total gas production is up by 3%, so too is flaring (the deliberate 

combustion of natural gas), venting (the deliberate release of methane, from e.g. 

storage tanks) and leaking (the accidental release of methane).   

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/503141595343850009/WB-GGFR-Report-July2020.pdf
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/503141595343850009/WB-GGFR-Report-July2020.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/methane-tracker-2020
https://www.iea.org/reports/methane-tracker-2020
https://www.bp.com/en/global/corporate/news-and-insights/press-releases/bp-statistical-review-of-world-energy-2020-published.html
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But perhaps more concerning is that the emissions from the total natural gas system 

are 2.1x higher than those from the end-use combustion of gas alone, driven mostly 

from venting.  These basic facts arguably challenge the conventional view that gas 

quite as “clean” as some imagine – significantly weakening its advantage over coal.   

As a senior executive at Shell said publicly, “unless the industry solves the problem of 

methane, natural gas will not even be a transition fuel, let alone a destination fuel”.   

 

Figure 1: volumes, revenue potential and CO2-equivalent emissions from the global gas 

system (including the oil value chain), integrated data from bp, IEA and World Bank.  

Globally we consume 3929 BCM of gas, emitting 7.2 billion tonnes of CO2.  When the 7% 

of gas losses are included (leading to revenue losses of some $34 billion), the total CO2-

equivalent emissions rise by 7.8 billion tonnes.  See below for a note on our methodology 

(but note that we calculate the CO2-equivalent emissions of methane over a 20-year 

period). 

This situation can be fixed.  But the good news is that the oil and gas industry is 

committed to reducing its emissions.  Many companies and countries have joined the 

World Bank’s Zero Routine Flaring by 2030 commitment.  The issue of methane 

(venting and leaking) is also getting a lot of attention through, e.g. the Methane 

Guiding Principles, the OGCI, the Climate and Clean Air Coalition, Global Methane 

Solutions and more.  An increasing number of companies are making Paris-compliant 

“net zero” commitments.  Plus, the IEA and agile and specialist companies have 

demonstrated that solving the issue makes money: many methane and flare capture 

projects have negative marginal abatement costs.   

 

The global gas value chain is a significant driver of economic and 
environmental waste
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https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/zero-routine-flaring-by-2030
https://methaneguidingprinciples.org/
https://methaneguidingprinciples.org/
https://oilandgasclimateinitiative.com/
https://ccacoalition.org/en/activity/ccac-oil-gas-methane-partnership
https://www.globalmethanesolutions.org/
https://www.globalmethanesolutions.org/
https://capterio.com/insights/agile-and-specialist-the-right-approach-to-flare-capture
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Gas flaring has increased by 3% despite flat oil production 

As the World Bank clearly noted, gas flaring in 2019 increased to 150 BCM (up by 3% 

vs 2018), driven by US, Venezuela and Russia.  Figure 2 has the “league table” quoted 

on an absolute basis (left chart) and on a relative basis, using our “flaring intensity” 

(right chart).  The global average” flaring intensity” is 152 scf of gas flared per barrel 

of oil produced (up from 147 in 2018), but countries such as Venezuela and Algeria 

have more than 2x the average figure.   

The large “span of performance” of flaring intensity in Figure 2 is driven by three 

factors, namely: (i) the intrinsic gassiness of the resource, (ii) the approach the 

operator takes to use the produced gas, and: (iii) the “waste disposal” method (i.e. 

flaring vs venting, see related article).  But as we argue in a recent article co-published 

with Chatham House, the fact that Saudi Arabia and Norway have flaring intensities 

10-20 times lower than the global average, driven by good anti-flaring policies, 

demonstrates the art of the possible.   

 

Figure 2: league table of gas flaring countries (left chart) and gas flaring intensity.  The 

countries labelled in dark orange have both high flaring volumes and high flaring 

intensity.   

A combination of poorer operations or commercial imperatives 

probably drives increased flaring 

Countries differ widely on flaring volume and intensity

Source: Capterio analysis; World Bank (2020); BP Statistical Review of World Energy (2020)
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We also found it instructive to unpick headlines and understand the underlying driver 

of higher flaring, especially noting that its primary driver (oil production) has 

remained flat from 2018 to 2019.  Our analysis and insights have been informed by 

Capterio’s “Global Flaring Intelligence Tool” which provides detailed and real-time 

operator-by-operator and asset-by-asset visibility into every flare world-wide.  Our 

analysis highlights that, contrary to popular belief, the majority of flaring is derived 

from flares that are routine, or mostly continuous in nature.   

Diving deeper into the data published by the World Bank for flaring in 2019, we note 

that countries divide into two groups as outlined in Figure 3. 

• 4 countries show a reduction by 0.3 BCM: Iran, Kazakhstan, Angola and Canada.  

Iran’s reduced flaring is mostly driven by lower production (due to US 

sanctions following the collapse of the nuclear deal), whereas the three others 

appear to show structural improvements.  Angola, for example, is now fully 

seeing the benefit of a world-first, led by bp, of an offshore associated gas to 

LNG project.  Canada’s significant reduction in flaring intensity is likely a result 

of proactive policy and strong regulation, but Kazakhstan’s lower flaring may 

anomalous as we explore below. 

 

• 9 countries show more than 0.3 BCM per year of increased flaring.  The 

decomposition in Figure 3 highlights that in all cases, higher flaring is 

associated with higher flaring intensities (and is not simply due to increased 

production).  Higher flaring is likely driven by a combination of either: (a) the 

commercial imperative to bring on oil production without a solution to 

associated gas overriding the environmental impact – as has happened to 

varying extents in the US Permian, Eagleford and Bakken, (b) poorer-run 

operations with lower uptime of critical gas equipment (e.g. gas compressors) 

that would otherwise capture and monetise or dispose of the associated gas (as 

is likely, e.g. in Venezuela), or: (c) in some exceptional cases (such as Australia), 

several large gas projects have had unusually high flaring during 

commissioning phases (such as Shell’s Prelude floating LNG plant and Total’s 

Ichthys development). 
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Figure 3: Analysis of the variance in flaring between 2019 and 2018 by country.  We have 

decomposed the change in flaring in absolute and relative terms into a change in “flaring 

intensity” and oil production.  Strikingly, all countries that show material increases in 

flaring have higher flaring intensities – meaning that operational “quality”, not oil 

production rates, are driving increased flaring. 

The World Bank identifies lower flaring in 2020 in several countries (and we agree).  

However, let’s be clear, to a large part, lower flaring in 2020 is due to lower production 

as OPEC cuts reduce oil production in member countries, and as production is shut-in 

in high-cost onshore unconventionals in the USA.  These gains may not be enduring, 

and there is even a risk that cuts to capital investments may lead to higher flaring 

intensities (see FT letter).  Iraq is a case in point as government-driven budget cuts 

have stalled the three major flare-to-power projects (associated with Rumaila, West 

Qurna, Zubair, Halfaya and Ratawi fields), according to a report by Oxford Institute 

for Energy Studies. 

Despite the commentary above, we cannot rule out a third potential driver, that 

changes in flaring result from changes substitution of venting with flaring.  It is 

conceivably that, Russia, for example, has increased flaring as a result of a reduction 

in venting or that Kazakhstan’s dramatic reduction in flaring is simply due to 

increased venting.  Since flaring is much preferable to venting (given that CH4 is a 

more potent greenhouse gas than CO2), it is important that increased scrutiny doesn’t 

lead to unintended counterproductive behaviours with poorer climate outcomes.  

Additional insight into this critical question will no doubt be revealed as methane-

focussed satellites such as GHG Sat, TROPOMI and MethaneSat explore this topic. 

All countries that flare more are doing so with greater 
“flaring intensities” (as opposed simply to producing more)

Source: World Bank GGFR (2020); bp Statistical Review of World Energy (2020); Capterio analysis
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Many gas flares can be captured, creating value, reducing emissions 

and improving reputations.  It’s time to act. 

This analysis, which combines multiple datasets to define an integrated picture of the 

gas (plus associated oil) value chain highlights that the numbers are “heading in the 

wrong direction”.  The climate crisis requires us to act.   

Gas flaring can represent an opportunity to create a “triple win” (for asset owners, for 

national oil companies and their governments, and for the planet) and help companies 

and countries to deliver their commitments to the Paris agreement and their “net 

zero” ambitions.  We have demonstrated that even in today’s world of lower 

commodity prices and reduced capital spent, flare gas projects – under the right 

commercial structure and with the right agile and specialist approach – are often 

intrinsically attractive.   

The time to act is now. 

* * * 

[A note on our methodology: we derive the CO2-equivalence of methane using a Global 

Warming Potential over a 20-year period, using data from the IPCC.  We also assume 

that 3-10% of methane is “slipped” due to incomplete combustion in flares and that some 

natural gas liquids are also entrained in these flares.  Best practice flares slip around 2-

3%, but we suggest that 10% is a more representative global figure and that this area 

deserves more research]. 

The authors would like to thank members of the World Bank’s GGFR programme, the 

IEA, Colorado School of Mines and several National and International Oil Companies for 

their help to shape the views in this article.  

List of interesting articles: 

• Flaring in MENA: The Multi-Billion Dollar Decarbonisation Lever, co-authored 

with Chatham House 

• Agile And Specialist: The Right Approach To Flare Capture 

• Post COVID: Flaring Helps Deliver The Energy Transition 

• Risk-Free, Low Cost, Low Emission Barrels 

• How Flaring Helps Deliver Paris 

• Flaring’s Billion Tonne Secret: Methane 

• Why Europe Needs Low Carbon Gas 

* * * 

https://www.chathamhouse.org/expert/comment/flaring-mena-multibillion-dollar-decarbonization-lever
https://capterio.com/insights/agile-and-specialist-the-right-approach-to-flare-capture
https://capterio.com/insights/2020-4-7-covid-is-rightly-todays-priority-after-the-crisis-we-will-need-to-accelerate-the-energy-transition-tackling-flaring-is-one-way
https://capterio.com/insights/2019-12-17-by-tackling-flaring-oil-producing-countries-can-meet-a-substantial-portion-of-their-paris-climate-agreement-commitments
https://capterio.com/insights/2019-10-4-flarings-billion-tonne-methane-secret-an-under-estimated-opportunity-for-decarbonization-and-revenue-generation-in-oil-amp-gas-a-thought-piece-by-capterio
https://capterio.com/insights/2019-11-24-why-europes-gas-supplying-countries-have-some-of-the-largest-opportunities-to-create-value-by-monetising-flared-gas
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Capterio: Capterio is an agile and specialist project developer focused on monetising 

waste gas in oil & gas energy systems.  We build solutions to quickly capture waste 

gas and utilise it, taking it to pipelines, injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or 

disposal), converting it to power, liquids (e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other 

creative solutions. 

We screen and source opportunities powered by our bespoke tools, e.g. Global Flaring 

Intelligence Tool (GFIT) which provides real-time insights into flaring for every asset, 

operator and non-operated partner worldwide.  We select and procure technology, 

we negotiate commercial contracts, we provide project financing, and oversee 

construction and operations. We bring together assets together with technologies, 

know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, real-world, safe and reliable 

solutions.   

We are actively seeking pioneering partners which seek to drive value and 

decarbonise. Since we build and finance on-the-ground solutions, our offer is uniquely 

attractive to operators and governments and delivers revenue, production and 

reserves (see article). See our website for more information on our proven track 

record and financing options. 

 

https://capterio.com/insights/2020-1-13-risk-free-low-cost-and-low-emission-barrels-why-flaring-is-the-oil-and-gas-industrys-27-billion-opportunity-between-the-trees
http://www.capterio.com/
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http://www.chathamhouse.org/
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854 words, reading time 3 minutes, 26 seconds.  

Flaring is a significant source of economic and environmental waste. Except 

when safety-related, flared gas can often be captured and monetised using low-

cost proven solutions. 

In doing so, governments can improve health and safety, reduce emissions (of 

carbon dioxide, methane, and particulates) and add value by driving up 

revenue, increasing reserves and production, creating jobs and improving the 

industry’s ‘social license to operate’. 

Flare capture also helps countries to deliver on the Paris Agreement and the 

UN’s Sustainable Development Goal #13 while, for example, providing 

affordable alternatives for heating and cooking. 

The Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region accounts for 40% of the 

world’s flaring. In the region, flaring has increased year-on-year - apart from 

2018 - to almost six billion cubic feet of gas per day, generating up to 300-500 

million tonnes of CO2-equivalent emissions per year. 

These emissions result not only from the combustion of gas, but also from the 

venting, from inefficient flares, of un-combusted methane, a more potent 

greenhouse gas. Yet much of this is avoidable. 

There are many commercially attractive options to reduce flaring in MENA. The 

key is to use the right proven technology and to be agile in commercial 

structuring. And the prize could be a boost to MENA’s annual revenues by up to 

$200 per second (up to $6.4 billion per year) by reinjecting or delivering the 

wasted gas to market by pipeline, as power or in liquid form. 

The chart highlights the abundance of flaring across the MENA region, and in 

many cases, their proximity to population centres. While Iran, Iraq, and Algeria 

generate 75% of MENA’s flaring, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, UAE and Qatar are 

notable for their relatively low ‘flaring intensity’, i.e. flaring normalized to oil 

production. 

https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/climate-change/
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/887251581002821897/Revised-2014-2018-flare-volumes-estimates.pdf
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Figure: overview of flaring in the Middle East and North Africa. Source: Capterio Global 

Flare Intelligence Tool (GFIT); World Bank. 

In today’s world of lower energy prices, it makes sense to monetise every 

molecule. Even more so for national oil companies, which are responsible for 

most of the flaring, since they are not only the custodians of their countries’ 

natural resources, but they also generate a dominant source of government 

revenue. 

Most oil producers in MENA have already made commitments to the World 

Bank’s flaring-reduction initiatives (e.g. ‘Zero Routine Flaring by 2030’), but to 

date, delivery is mostly lacking. Three main issues have hindered progress. 

• Firstly, operators, regulators, and governments highlight that flaring is 

often not ‘sufficiently on the radar’. Flaring is often underreported if not 

ignored or denied - although satellite detection gives unavoidable 

transparency. In MENA alone, more than 1,700 flare clusters are visible 

every day from space; 

 

• Secondly, flare capture is sometimes not perceived to be economically 

viable due to costs, taxes, or inappropriate technology; 

 

• Thirdly, there are often issues around resources, especially concerning 

management bandwidth, delivery capabilities or financing. 

 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/zero-routine-flaring-by-2030
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Yet these issues can be solved if the right proven technologies are combined 

with the right commercial structures. To accelerate flare capture projects, 

stakeholders in the MENA hydrocarbons sector must consider several 

complementary, action-oriented initiatives.  In particular, they should: 

1. Promote transparency and disclosure to drive greater awareness of 

flaring. Governments, regulators and operators must understand the 

real scale of their gas flaring opportunity and be capable of acting, as a 

recent report for the EBRD on Egypt highlighted. Compliance with clear 

standards for measuring, monitoring and verification is critical; 

 

2. Advance policies and incentives which encourage action. Better 

commercial terms will incentivise and accelerate flare investments. 

Stronger penalties will help, but independent and capable regulators 

must actually enforce these penalties. Through the use of such clear anti-

flaring policies, Norway’s flaring intensity is almost 20 times lower than 

the MENA region; 

 

3. Improve the investment climate, beyond economics and open 

access to a broader range of players. Local market failures can be 

avoided by reducing the complexity and cost of in-country operations 

and by removing excessive, rigid, or redundant regulations. By enabling 

greater ‘third-party’ access to gas and power projects and infrastructure, 

new players can accelerate change by deploying new technologies and 

new operating models. Better third-party access will also unlock ideas, 

capital, skills and project-specific financing options. Algeria is making 

steps towards such liberalisation through its new 2019 Hydrocarbon 

Law; 

 

4. Reduce subsidies and improve energy efficiency and reduce demand, 

increase gas exports and boost national revenues. Countries with large 

subsidies on transport fuels and power, such as Algeria and Iraq, stand 

to gain the most; 

 

5. Encourage collaboration between stakeholders in industry and 

government by creating working groups to radiate best practices, build 

capacity, deploy technology and local content, such as the flare 

minimisation programme in Saudi Arabia or Iraq’s major flare-to-power 

project operated by the Basrah Gas Company. 

https://www.ebrd.com/documents/admin/egypt-gas.pdf
https://egyptoil-gas.com/features/norwegian-lesson-in-gas-flare-elimination/
https://egyptoil-gas.com/features/norwegian-lesson-in-gas-flare-elimination/
https://www.globalmethane.org/documents/events_oilngas_470_Methane_Reduction_Effort_SaudiAramco2017Apr12.pdf
https://www.globalmethane.org/documents/events_oilngas_470_Methane_Reduction_Effort_SaudiAramco2017Apr12.pdf
https://www.basrahgas.com/
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The industry needs to prepare for a greener world after COVID-19 and 

investors and consumers are demanding cleaner fuels. Since gas is widely 

viewed as a transition fuel, MENA governments and stakeholders must work to 

eliminate its wastage and seize the revenue, production and environmental 

opportunities that flare capture projects offer. 

There is much new leadership in the region in government and critical 

institutions with new mandates for change. The time to act is now. 
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A thought piece by Capterio.  1668 words, reading time 6 minutes, 40 seconds. 

Cartoon by Brett Ryder, courtesy of The Economist. 

Executive summary 

• Gas flaring creates economic and environmental waste.  Even though 

many companies and countries have committed to reducing flaring (and 

for many, this forms a key part of their “net zero” ambitions), the global 

numbers show little progress over the last decade. 

• Lack of progress on flare reduction is, in part, due to a mismatch of 
“intent” and “execution capacity”. Since many flare reduction projects 

require “small” investments and are “non-core”, it’s not difficult to see 

why they are not a priority for large international or national operating 

companies. 

• To deliver flare capture projects, therefore, the industry needs more 

innovative, nimble, flexible, and efficient approaches. Agile and 

specialist companies (e.g. Capterio which is 100% flare monetisation 

focussed) can take the right approach can help to overcome the many 

technical, commercial and organisational barriers. By partnering with 

large oil and gas operators, agile and specialist companies can get flare 

capture projects done. 

Flare reduction needs capital.  Yet current approaches to capital 

projects frequently under deliver 

According to the World Bank, 145 BCM of gas was flared in 2018. This creates 

waste of some $27 billion in revenue and over 1 billion tonnes of CO2-

equivalent emissions (see related article).  Yet flare projects, which need 

capital, create economic value (through revenue creation and cost reduction), 

drive environmental benefits (lower GHG emissions, less pollution, and 

improved health and quality of life) and improve reputations (by building 

sustainable solutions that drive towards net-zero emissions). 

The challenge is that conventional approaches to capital projects often under 

deliver. “More than half of large-scale projects have miserably poor results: 

billions of dollars in overruns, long delays in design and construction and poor 

operability once completed”, says Edward Merror (a capital projects guru, 

founder and CEO of IPA).  McKinsey identifies four reasons why: lack of focus 

on managing strategy and stakeholders, failure to build effective teams, failure 

https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/zero-routine-flaring-by-2030
https://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/gasflaringreduction#4
https://capterio.com/insights/2020-1-13-risk-free-low-cost-and-low-emission-barrels-why-flaring-is-the-oil-and-gas-industrys-27-billion-opportunity-between-the-trees
https://www.ipaglobal.com/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/capital-projects-and-infrastructure/how-we-help-clients
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to provide core management practices, and failure to manage technology and 

talent. 

Smaller, agile and specialist companies have an edge when it comes 

to delivering small capital projects 

Flare capture projects are generally classed as “small capital” investments 

(with CAPEX in the range of $15-50 million) and are often non-core to oil and 

gas operators.  Whilst smaller projects are often simpler, perhaps counter-

intuitively, large companies struggle to deliver them effectively.  

Large companies (those with 1,000+ employees) are tuned to deliver large 

complex projects and have developed processes and capabilities to suit.  Large 

companies have many positive attributes (not least their large balance sheets, 

deep expertise and networks). However, some large companies overly focus 

on process and have creeping complexity; others may be risk-averse, 

ineffective at innovation and overly-reliant on standardised solutions.  Whilst 

some large companies have a “globalisation penalty”, others have become too 

generalised or bureaucratic, as a McKinsey article noted last week. 

Small projects (e.g. flare capture), however, require a different philosophy and 

a different approach – whilst delivering to the same standards of safety, 

environment, quality and reliability. Agile and specialist companies have 

seven advantages that lead them to have organisational “health” and 

performance better-suited to successfully delivering flare capture projects.  By 

overcoming the technical, commercial and organisational barriers, agile and 

specialist companies are often ideal partners to help incumbent operators to 

deliver. 

Advantages of specialist companies Plain-English 
commentary 

Impact on 
flare 
project 
outcomes 

1: Simpler organisations: Smaller specialist 
companies have few organisational layers, leaner 
management processes, quicker iteration and 
decision loops. Less hierarchy makes more 
efficient execution.  

“Right size team for 
the right project” 

Faster 
delivery 
pace 

 
2: Better accountability: Specialist companies 
have less “matrixed” organisations, better-defined 
roles and less complex internal stakeholder 
management processes.  Their fewer staff are more 
accountable.  

“People feel that 
they are dealing 
directly with the 
decision-makers” 

Better and 
faster 
decision 
making 

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/understanding-your-globalization-penalty
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/oil-and-gas/our-insights/oil-and-gas-after-covid-19-the-day-of-reckoning-or-a-new-age-of-opportunity?cid=soc-web
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3: More empowered and energised staff: Fewer 
organisational layers mean that smaller companies 
better empower and engage their staff.  
Productivity is enhanced leading to better-
motivated execution teams that feel they 
personally own all outcomes.  

 

“Staff deliver the 
project as if it’s their 
own”  

Higher 
quality 
solutions 
delivered  

 

4: Greater flexibility and agility: Specialist 
companies are often more agile and better able to 
react to changes in context, project scope or 
definition, whilst giving the right attention to detail 
and to the management of change.  

 

“Nimble enough to 
adapt on the fly”
  

Higher 
quality 
solutions, 
faster pace 

 

5: Better value: Specialist companies often have 
leaner cost structures, lower overheads and 
deliver more quickly to a “fit for purpose” technical 
design (with minimum over design and 
unnecessary spend).  

 

“Fit for purpose, no 
unnecessary costs” 

Better value 
creation, 
lower unit 
cost 

 

6: More impact focus: Specialist companies can 
attract experienced personnel who want to work 
with like-minded individuals who balance 
corporate and cultural dynamics with a desire to 
solve technical and commercial challenges to have 
an immediate impact.  

 

“Experienced staff 
who just get stuff 
done”  

Faster 
delivery, 
higher 
quality 
solution 

 

7: Free-up bandwidth to enable operators to 
power ahead: Specialist companies “give back 
time” to operators to enable them to power ahead 
with their what they do best – without 
compromising on the same high standards of 
safety, quality and reliability.  

 

“Gives operators 
peace-of-mind to 
focus on their core 
business”  

Improved 
focus on 
other core 
projects 

 

Overview of the key enablers that agile and specialist companies have (when 

compared to larger companies) and the outcomes that they deliver.  

Recent case studies highlight the tangible benefits that agile and 

specialist companies bring 

To illustrate our findings, we outline below two case studies of small flare 

capture projects that were designed and delivered by Capterio’s network of 

experts.   
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Case study #1: Delivering an onshore flare gas monetisation project with 

a fresh and independent approach 

Our client needed to monetise gas from 4 onshore wells by installing 2 

mechanical refrigeration plants and 31 km of pipeline.  Knowing that this was 

a small capital project (total CAPEX was ~$40 million), and that their key 

engineering staff were in short supply, our client (the operator) wanted to 

explore alternatives to their standard delivery model.  Our team was tasked to 

find a creative development concept, whilst (of course), meeting the highest 

standards of safety and reliability. 

Our team delivered the project in 14 months, considerably earlier than 

expected, at 30% lower cost, by: 

1. Enabling the principals and key decision-makers to engage directly with 

the key community stakeholders, respond quickly to their concerns and 

win their support (leading to e.g. faster permitting and approvals and 

an enduring reputation), plus provide continuity throughout the project 

life; 

 

2. Ensuring streamlined and single-point accountability, leading to 

accelerated delivery of critical path items with more competitive 

supplier quotations; 

 

3. Inspiring others by building a strong sense of momentum and attracting 

a set of highly-driven and action-oriented staff.  Their enhanced 

motivation led to improved quality and productivity plus faster 

delivery. 
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Case study #2: Building a cryogenic gas plant with a tailored engineering 

approach 

(Photograph of our key operations 

staff doing final pre-

commissioning checks before 

startup). 

Another client’s new drilling 

programme delivered a huge 

increase in rich solution gas from 

which they wanted to maximise 

LPG and NGL recovery.  Our fresh 

view challenged the traditional project approach.  By making a few small 

modifications to the operational temperature design criteria, our tailored 

approach yielded disproportionate capital and operating cost savings 

(without compromising quality or safety).  We were able to engineer, 

construct and commission a 600,000 m3/day gas processing facility one year 

ahead of schedule for one-third of the original cost estimate.  Our successful 

outcome was driven by: 

1. Our ability, as a small and specialist company, to engage in deeper and 

more-effective brainstorming unencumbered by complex decision-

making. This led to a more fit-for-purpose cryogenic solution – a major 

improvement on the original, unnecessarily complex, engineering 

option; 

 

2. Our approach to setting clearly-defined KPIs which were directly and 

specifically linked to each of the individuals in our team, rather than (as 

frequently happens in larger companies) being diffused across many 

individuals/disciplines.  This sharp focus on accountability ensured our 

on-cost and on-schedule delivery; 

 

3. Our multi-skilled expert approach.  Whereas large companies often hire 

employees with deep specialisation, we often notice that this approach 

makes decision-making slower as it can be hard to “get all the people in 

the room”.  In our small and specialist company, our multi-skilled 

experts were better able to quickly integrate different disciplines and 

therefore deliver the project more quickly whilst minimising cost and 

mitigating risk. 
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Why a different philosophy is needed for flare capture projects 

Flare capture projects generally classify as “small” capital projects and are 

often non-core to the business of oil and gas operators.  When projects are not 

in their “sweet spot”, large companies can often benefit by partnering with 

more agile and specialist companies which often have deep expertise and 

different operating philosophies (but the same standards on health, safety, 

reliability and ethics).  

By “outsourcing” non-core flare projects to experienced specialist companies, 

large operators can “do what they do best” whilst having the peace-of-mind 

that their flare capture projects are safely creating value, reducing emissions 

and improving their reputations with society, investors and consumers alike. 

Capterio can help you deliver your net-zero mission … and get 

flaring sorted. 

About Capterio: Capterio is an agile and specialist project developer focused 

on monetising waste gas in oil & gas energy systems.  We build solutions to 

quickly capture waste gas and utilise it, taking it to pipelines, injecting it (for 

storage, enhanced recovery or disposal), converting it to power, liquids (e.g. 

CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other creative solutions. 

We screen and source opportunities powered by our bespoke tools, e.g. Global 

Flaring Intelligence Tool (GFIT).  We select and procure technology, we 

negotiate commercial contracts, we provide project financing, and oversee 

construction and operations. We bring together assets together with 

technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, real-world, 

safe and reliable solutions.   

We are actively seeking pioneering partners which seek to drive value and 

decarbonise. Since we build and finance on-the-ground solutions, our offer is 

uniquely attractive to operators and governments and delivers revenue, 

production and reserves (see article). See our website for more information 

on our proven track record and financing options. 

 

https://capterio.com/insights/2020-1-13-risk-free-low-cost-and-low-emission-barrels-why-flaring-is-the-oil-and-gas-industrys-27-billion-opportunity-between-the-trees
http://www.capterio.com/
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T H E  G L O B A L  C O V I D  P A N D E M I C  A N D  T H E  O I L  P R I C E  D R O P  H A S  
D R I V E N  A N  U N P R E C E D E N T E D  C H A L L E N G E  F O R  T H E  O I L  A N D  G A S  
I N D U S T R Y .   W H I L S T  T H E  C R I S I S  W I L L  I N E V I T A B L Y  C H A N G E  O U R  
W A Y  O F  L I F E ,  S O M E  F U N D A M E N T A L S  W I L L  R E M A I N  T R U E  I N  A  
P O S T - C O V I D  W O R L D .    

E N E R G Y  D E M A N D  W I L L  R E C O V E R  ( A L T H O U G H  P E A K  O I L  W I L L  
L I K E L Y  B E  A C C E L E R A T E D ) ,  T H E  C L I M A T E  C R I S I S  W I L L  B E  B A C K  I N  
F O C U S ,  A N D  T H E  I N D U S T R Y  W I L L  B E  U N D E R  A R G U A B L Y  G R E A T E R  
P R E S S U R E  T O  D E C A R B O N I S E .    

I N  T O D A Y ’ S  U N C E R T A I N  A N D  D I F F I C U L T  W O R L D ,  G A S  F L A R I N G  
C A P T U R E  P R E S E N T S  A  T R E M E N D O U S  O P P O R T U N I T Y .   P R O J E C T S  
T H A T  C A P T U R E  W A S T E D  G A S  A R E  A  “ Q U I C K  W I N ”  T H A T  H E L P S  U S  
T O  M E E T  E N E R G Y  D E M A N D ,  G E N E R A T E  R E V E N U E S ,  R E D U C E  
E M I S S I O N S  A N D  I M P R O V E  A I R  Q U A L I T Y .   T O  E N S U R E  W E  D E L I V E R  
W H E N  T H E  C R I S I S  I S  O V E R ,  T H E  T I M E  T O  P R E P A R E  I S  N O W .  

A thought piece by Capterio. 1294 words, estimated reading time 5 minutes 
19 seconds 

Modern society is disrupted on a phenomenal scale, public health systems are 

straining and more than 2 billion are under lock down.  Stock markets have 

crashed and most economies are heading towards recession. To say nothing of 

the tremendous human cost. COVID-19 has already had an unprecedented 

impact, and the worst is probably yet to come in many countries. 

The oil and gas industry is reeling from the major demand shock that is 

resulting from the necessary “physical distancing” policies.  Dramatic 

reductions in air and road travel (and more) have led to predictions of up to 

25 million barrels per day (a 25% reduction) lower demand for crude in 

April.  The COVID-driven lower demand for crude is so large that even the 2-3 

million barrels per day of supply overhang resulting from the price war that 

started on 7th March between Russia and Saudi Arabia is somewhat a 

secondary phenomenon.  And the net result is that Brent crude recently hit its 

lowest level in 18 years, at below $23. 

The oil and gas industry is being tested to its limits.  Whilst the pandemic is 

forcing the industry to put in place perhaps untested continuity plans, it 

knows what to do when prices are low.  Some production is shut-in, refineries 

are slowing output (and will go on early maintenance), storage tanks are 

swelling, CAPEX is already cut by close to $100 billion, and dividends and 

salaries are under review.  Sadly, the first wave of bankruptcies and job cuts 
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are already happening, but with potentially negative oil and gas prices 

looming, more pain is inevitable.  

In a post-COVID world, the focus on sustainability and waste reduction 

will be even sharper - but good news, gas flaring reduction is at least one 

pathway that gives opportunity 

Getting through the pandemic - and defining its exit strategy - is the number 

one priority globally.  One (of the very few) upsides that we have heard is that 

gas flaring in the US Permian is on the decline.  Another is that many many 

cities report lower emissions and cleaner air: our climate crisis has a small 

respite.  When we revert to the “new normal” it will be important to use the 

moment wisely as we consider how we reshape our industry. 

In a post-COVID world, many of the fundamentals of energy will remain - we 

will continue to have strong (and growing) demand for energy, and fossil fuels 

will be the bedrock for a long time.  However, oil production may peak earlier 

(driven by both a potentially lower demand and a less-attractive investment 

case). And the energy transition will likely be back in focus, even potentially 

more sharply given that now millions of people have got accustomed to better 

air quality (something particularly important when facing a respiratory 

disease). With the reduction in capex and with it drilling new wells, the role of 

gas to power the transition will probably be accelerated, and so too will be the 

importance of lowering emissions (of CO2, methane, and of particulates).  Gas 

flaring reduction offers hope as it can help with each. 

In a post-COVID world, tackling gas flaring will be a valuable tool to create 

value and reduce emissions.  Globally, some 273 BCM (26 bcf/day) - half of 

Europe’s total gas consumption - is flared, vented and leaked, a tremendous 

waste and carbon load.  Gas flaring projects can also help us to deliver 

intermediate targets: milestones that step us up to our 2050 commitments. 

There are likely hundreds of material flare capture projects around the world 

that all could be delivered with the right investment, technology, and 

commercial structures. 

By stopping gas flaring alone (some 145 BCM per year), the world can 

create $27 billion in revenues, add 2.8 million boe/d of production at 

low-cost and low-risk, and reduce emissions by 1.2 billion tonnes of CO2-

e per year, significantly contributing to Paris’s NDCs.   
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In a post-COVID world (due to cuts), CAPEX will be short in supply, so it will 

therefore be important for the industry to identify new sources of third-party 

capital for flare investments.  Indeed, we frequently hear that companies 

would like to address flaring but are unable to raise (or justify) capital 

deployment to such projects. Yet there is a growing cohort of institutions and 

organisations (including Capterio) that are willing to finance such 

investments, not only because investments in flare capture projects are 

attractive in their own right (especially if win-win commercial structures can 

be established), but also because they represent some of the most effective 

ways to reduce emissions per invested dollar.  

In a world of low oil and gas prices, it will be even more important that 

gas is not wasted and that every molecule is monetised, particularly so 

for National Oil Companies who are, after all, viewed as the custodians of 

their natural resources and the source of significant government 

revenues. 

In these countries - and others - flare gas capture projects can fill the 

inevitable void in the near term that will result from the cancellation or 

deferment of other capital projects and drilling, replacing reserves with 

limited technical risk (see a related article). 

We’ve analysed the boost that flare capture projects could give to national 

economies and hydrocarbons sectors.  Figure 1 highlights the increase in 

gross domestic product (GDP) and domestic gas production that could be 

delivered by capturing flared, vented and leaked gas. These indicators are 

especially important given that the OECD is projecting (should the 

coronavirus outbreak be long-lasting and intensive) that annual global GDP 

would fall to 1.5% and, many industry commentators are expecting a rapid 

drop in non-OPEC supply following recent CAPEX cuts. 
 

https://www.capterio.com/news-1/2020/1/13/risk-free-low-cost-and-low-emission-barrels-why-flaring-is-the-oil-and-gas-industrys-27-billion-opportunity-between-the-trees
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Figure 1: Percentage boost to domestic gas production and GDP by productively utilising gas 

currently flared, vented and leaked 

Why it pays … and how Capterio can help 

Flare capture projects should stack up competitively against many other 
investment options at oil and gas companies, especially if structured correctly. 
They are one of the largest decarbonisation opportunities the oil and gas 
industry has - and in realising it, real commercial value can be created at 
negative abatement costs. 

In this time of the dual crises of a global pandemic and oil price crash, our 
industry must play our part to continue to meet society’s energy needs in the 
present. But we must also use the moment wisely to invest, prepare and 
reshape our industry for a more sustainable future. Let’s work together. 

Capterio is an agile project developer focused on monetising waste gas in oil & 
gas energy systems. We build solutions to quickly capture waste gas and 
utilise it, taking it to pipelines, injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or 
disposal), converting it to power, liquids (e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or 
other creative solutions. We screen and source opportunities powered by our 
Global Flaring Intelligence Tool (GFIT), we select and procure technology, we 
negotiate commercial contracts, we provide project financing, and oversee 
construction and operations. We bring together assets together with 
technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, real-world, 
safe and reliable solutions. 
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Part I: Reflections on the EGPS conference, Cairo: 

 

As Egypt’s flagship Petroleum Conference has just finished it’s perhaps worth 

reflecting on the five themes we heard: 

1) There is a real sense of excitement in the energy sector within the 

region. As His Excellency the Minister of Petroleum Tarek El-Molla outlined, 

Egypt has seen significant recent exploration success, as reflected in the 

record-breaking development of the mammoth 30 TCF gas Zohr field (from 

FID to first production in 22 months). It is now emerging (bolstered by it's 

established export facilities and strategic geographical positioning) as a 

regional trading hub for gas in the Eastern Mediterranean. The government 

reforms since 2014 to reduce subsidies, pay down debt and liberalise the oil 

and gas sector (we could go on) have been paying off. 

2) There is a continued focus on creating value from existing and new 

partnerships.  The discussion highlighted not only the opportunity to partner 

around technology and capabilities in-country but also between countries as 

Egypt plays a key role in the regional geopolitical landscape.  As Frank Fannon 

(Assistant Secretary of the Bureau of Energy Resources, US Department of 

State) put it, "energy is a catalyst for cooperation and exclusivity… and a 

foundation for political stability". 

3) Much of the focus of the discussion was inevitably around job 

creation, the broader economy and the improving investment climate.  With a 

population of 99 million and unemployment at 8%, a key priority is driving 

employment.  But there is also a growing need to improve the oil and gas 

industry's capital and labour productivity, especially at today's lower oil and 

gas prices.  Technology and digitalisation are likely to become ever more 

critical - helping Egypt climb up the value curve. 

4) There was some discussion, but perhaps not enough, over the 

environment and the energy transition. Several speakers referred (directly, 

or otherwise) to the bifurcation between Europe and the rest of the world on 

this topic.  But as Bernard Looney (BP's new CEO, who later announced his 

new “net zero by 2050” direction) said, Egypt should be proud of its 

contribution. Egypt is in many ways leading the energy transition by 

accelerating the shift to gas and through its development of solar (the Benban 

solar plant, which at 1.7 GW is the largest plant in the world) and hydropower 

assets. Yet it was recognised that there is more to do, as low carbon sources 

https://www.egyps.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-51475379
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only provide 4% of Egypt’s final energy consumption (vs. 15% for the global 

average), according to figures from the BP Statistical Review of World Energy. 

5) The topic of gas flaring as a specific route to deliver decarbonisation 

and growth was covered in many threads. It's great to see that several 

companies have remarkable success stories (and deliver low flaring 

operations). But there was also a recognition that with 240 million standard 

cubic feet per day flared and a revenue opportunity of up to $1 billion per 

year, there is a major opportunity to be seized (see our last article / below). 

Our new Global Flaring Intelligence Tool (GFIT), which incorporates direct 

measurement of flaring from space alongside operator calibrations, generated 

fantastic conversations on where flaring opportunities lie. EGAS highlighted 

that almost half of the flaring locations are within 5 km from an existing 

pipeline and recognised the support it continues to receive from the World 

Bank's GGFR initiative. It's also clear, as BP's Head of Gas Analysis pointed out, 

that as Egypt engages more deeply in increasingly competitive global gas 

market with abundant new supply sources, that it will also need to lead the 

charge to deliver "clean" gas to consumers who are becoming increasingly 

keen for suppliers to certify the quality of their product.  

As one might expect a few other themes that deserve an honourable mention, 

including the increasing role of women in energy, digitisation, responsible 

investment, methane leakage and - very topically - the Coronavirus and it's 

dramatic and impact on energy demand in Asia.  As many Chinese people are 

electing to work from home, energy demand across power generation and 

transport sectors have dropped by up to 80% - creating a whole new battle in 

our international gas markets. 

Despite this unexpected (and hopefully short-lived backdrop), we left Egypt 

with the same sense of optimism as many other conference delegates and look 

forward to deepening our connection with Egypt as our flare gas projects 

develop. 

 

Part II: Further detailed perspectives on flare monetisation: 

 

Egypt has an opportunity to increase export revenues by $600 million 

p.a. and further decarbonise the sector by up to 90 million tonnes p.a. by 

tackling flaring venting and leaking.  Figure 1 puts Egypt in perspective: 

https://www.capterio.com/news-1/2020/2/11/egypts-billion-dollar-opportunity
https://www.capterio.com/news-1/2019/9/25/what-climate-weeks-principles-of-responsible-investing-means-for-decarbonising-the-global-natural-gas-supply-chain-a-thought-piece-by-capterio
https://www.capterio.com/news-1/2019/9/25/what-climate-weeks-principles-of-responsible-investing-means-for-decarbonising-the-global-natural-gas-supply-chain-a-thought-piece-by-capterio
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Figure 1: Scale of the flaring opportunity in Egypt in absolute and relative terms. Egypt's 

flaring intensity is some 2.6x the global average, creating significant opportunity for 

economic and environmental benefits. See article for more information on the opportunity 

in Egypt. 

The recent exploration successes in Egypt are helping to deliver continued 
production growth towards an expected record of c. 8 bcf per day.  This “gas 
renaissance” strengthens not only Egypt's self-sufficiency but also its position 
as a leading exporter of LNG and pipeline gas.  Since gas is widely seen as a 
cleaner bridging fuel, Egypt plays a key role in the “energy transition”.  
 
However, natural gas is not as "clean" as many players suggest when the 
complete supply-chain (also including oil production) is evaluated.  Globally, 
some 278 billion cubic metres ($43 billion dollars annually) of gas is flared, 
vented or leaked.  When this "wasted" gas is included, the GHG advantage of 
gas over coal is questionable.  Leading gas producers are now acknowledging 
publicly that "gas may not even be a transition fuel, let alone a destination fuel 
unless the problem of methane is solved”.    

Gas flaring is also a significant economic and environmental opportunity for 
Egypt.  Over 120 individual flares burn some ~240 million scf/day of 
gas.  This represents not only a potential incremental revenue opportunity for 
Egypt of at least $400 million per year, but also an opportunity to reduce the 
CO2-equivalent emissions of up to 90 million tonnes per year (depending on 
the degree of methane slip), significantly contributing to the Paris climate 
agreement.  Figure 1 below highlights the numbers for Egypt. 
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Figure 2: The size of the global prize from tackling flaring (burning of waste gas, often 
incompletely), venting (deliberate release of methane) and leaking (accidental release of 
methane). 

EGPC and partners recognise the opportunity for economic and 
environmental development and are already progressing the “zero routine 
flaring” agenda.  Such leadership creates opportunities to monetise flared 
natural gas (plus yield additional condensate and NGLs), demonstrate 
leadership on the global stage and provide premium-quality low CO2 gas into 
key markets.   
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Figure 3: Overview of flares in Egypt, extracted from Capterio’s Global Flare Intelligence 
Tool (GFIT) Size of bubble represents size of flare. 

To deliver this opportunity, our industry must address the “barriers” that 
currently hinder flare monetisation.  Material reductions in flare gas will 
require the use of best-in-class proven technologies (delivering gas, power, 
liquids, chemicals or other products), new business models (including third-
party outsourced solutions) and new investment approaches (including 
equity participation). 

To solve this situation, Capterio has two core offerings: 

• Firstly, we provide analytics to pinpoint monetisation opportunities 

• Secondly, we deliver solutions:  We bring together assets, solutions and 
financing and deliver on-the-ground flare capture projects.  Our 
solutions are technically proven, scalable and commercially attractive.   

Such approaches will help Egypt to become a beacon of progressive 
leadership and demonstrate that delivering the global “well below 2 degrees” 
climate target is not only possible but also profitable. 
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Capterio is pleased to be developing its portfolio within Egypt. We are an agile 
project developer focussed on monetising waste gas in oil & gas energy 
systems. We build solutions to capture waste gas and utilise it, taking it to 
pipelines, injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or disposal), converting 
it to power, liquids (e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other creative 
solutions.  We screen and source opportunities powered by our Global Flaring 
Intelligence Tool (GFIT), we select and procure technology, we negotiate 
commercial contracts, we provide project financing - and oversee 
construction and operations. We bring together assets together with 
technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, real-world, 
safe and reliable solutions. 

 

https://www.capterio.com/
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Cover image (courtesy of Getty and BBC) which highlights flaring at the Nahr 
Bin Omar natural gas field, just north of Basra, Iraq. 

Oil and companies invest c. $550 billion each year to explore and develop new 
oil and gas resources to replace the c. 60 billion oil-equivalent barrels (i.e. oil + 
gas) consumed each year, plus meet the additional growth the world is (still 
currently) demanding according to the IEA and BP.  Assuming steady state, 
each new barrel therefore costs to find and develop (with a unit cost of c. $9 
per barrel, but considerably higher when production costs, royalties, and 
taxes are included), and often takes years to come onstream (typically 
between 3 and 10 for conventional resources). 

Flare capture represents an opportunity to add $27 billion-worth risk-
free, low-cost new barrels 

The latest figures from the World Bank highlight the scale of the flaring 
opportunity.  Each year some 145 billion cubic metres of gas is flared, and 
probably at least another 16 BCM is released by flares as methane (due to 
incomplete combustion).  Add in the liquids which are released and 
combusted by the flares and together flaring wastes c. 2.8 million oil-
equivalent barrels per day, or 1.7% of total oil and gas production (see figure 
1).  That’s $27 billion per year of lost revenue potential and 1.3 billion tonnes 
of potentially avoidable CO2-equivalent emissions (more than airlines, see 
article).  In addition, there is, according to the IEA, an additional 112 BCM of 
natural gas that is being wasted as methane, through venting and leaking. 
Adding these sources of waste and the total oil-equivalent production to 4.6 
million oil-equivalent barrels per day, $43 billion revenue opportunity and 7.7 
billion tonnes of CO2-e emissions - see figure.  Please see our website to 
understand why this occurs.  
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Figure 1: The size of the global prize from tackling flaring (burning of waste gas, often 
incompletely), venting (deliberate release of methane) and leaking (accidental release of 
methane). Data from World Bank GGFR, IEA and BP Statistical Review of World Energy. Note we 
are deliberately quoting the figures in terms of oil production (on an energy-equivalent basis) to 
make the linkage with global oil demand (see this article for data in conventional gas units). 

Flare capture presents an immense opportunity and a better way 

Firstly flare capture can add reserves and production immediately (saving 
years of development times and unnecessary infrastructure).  Secondly, unlike 
virtually all other resource types, there is near zero risk (after all the 
hydrocarbons have been found and developed - and produced - and the 
production outlook is likely stable over time).  Thirdly the resources are 
cheap (we estimate an upstream unit development cost in the range of $1-5 
per barrel, some 2-10x cheaper than drilling a conventional producer 
well).  And fourthly, the barrels are low carbon (in the sense that the net 
emissions from delivering more energy to the market is virtually zero) - 
enabling countries to make a meaningful contribution to meeting their Paris 
climate agreement NDC commitments (see article) and accelerating the 
adoption of gas as a lower-carbon fuel to support the energy transition. 

Putting this together, flare capture projects should stack up very well against 
almost all other growth options at oil and gas companies - and help them to 
make progress against the issue of our time, the climate crisis.  Put that 
another way: flare capture projects are one of the largest decarbonisation 
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opportunities the fossil industry has - and in realising it, real commercial 
value can be created. 

Seeing the value between the (palm) trees 

 
Figure 2: Image left (courtesy of Getty and BBC) highlights flaring at the Nahr Bin Omar natural 
gas field, just north of Basra, Iraq. Image right is a satellite image of (the plumes indicate that it is 
likely to be pulsating every few seconds) flaring from space, from Capterio’s Global Flare 
Intelligence Tool (GFIT), with image courtesy of Maxar Technologies and Google. Power 
transmission lines are seen in the photograph, and are clearly observable from space. 

It’s interesting to consider an operation like the Nahr Bin Omar natural gas 
field (pictured above) - and to try and identify the opportunities between the 
palm trees.  Nahr Bin Omar is fairly typical of scores of fields we have 
evaluated world-wide. 

Our unique and global Global Flare Intelligence Tool (GFIT) tracks and reports 
on 10,000+ flares in real-time.  Our analysis identifies that the Nahr Bin Omar 
field has flared some 45 million scf day from 4 flares for many years (quite 
possibly, for decades).  This waste, itself eye-watering, becomes more startling 
when a careful inspection of the power lines in the photograph highlights an 
obvious potential solution: turning waste gas into much-needed 
electricity.  (There are many other possibilities too as we have outlined in 
other articles, but Iraq has a well-known and acute need for power) 

By capturing a flare like this, the asset owner(s) could add up to 9.1 kboepd 
(7.8 from oil and an additional 1.4 from associated liquids) by our 
calculations.  That’s an additional or 33 million oil-equivalent barrels 
(MMBOE) of proved reserves over 10 years (and likely considerably more 
given the field longevity).  At near-zero risk, this could be highly competitive 
with exploration and even most development projects. 
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Fixing this problem is frequently perceived to be challenging.  But whilst there 
can be many complex process engineering, political and organisational issues 
to address, there are also many practical solutions and opportunities for 
process optimisation (see article).   

Indeed, one straightforward solution which could provide immediate 
improvement with liquids recovery and flare quality would be to better 
optimise the separator and field conditions.  Many operators today fail to fully 
realise the benefits of optimisation of their temperature and pressure 
conditions. A more comprehensive analysis that better explores the trade-offs 
(e.g. between the desire to meet crude RVP stability requirements vs. a desire 
to improve water separation vs. a desire to minimise the need for additional 
compression to deliver gas to the grid) can often identify opportunities to 
minimise systemic waste.   

This satellite image also shows another interesting feature. The separate 
plumes of smoke in the image flare almost-certainly tell us that the flare is 
pulsating, perhaps every few seconds. These pulses possibly originate from 
episodic flow in the flare system that can result from sub-optimal pressure at 
the separator. Under these conditions, the flare may be entraining additional 
liquids into the flare stack, leading to the particularly black smoke. If these 
observations are correct, there is a clear case for process optimisation. 

This opportunities for optimisation are important and deserve proper 
attention. Too-often we have seen situations being sub-optimised when 
decisions are driven purely by cost reduction rather than complete and well-
evaluated economic analysis. 

Based on some of our recent work in North Africa, we might expect that flares 
like those in the photo could be abated for an upstream capital investment of 
the order of $18-30 million (to install separation, compression, and tie-in to 
the local pipeline grid).  Assuming that power generation is the optimum 
downstream solution, based on similar-sized operations we might expect an 
investment of some $50-150 million in power plants. That equates to an 
upstream unit development cost of $0.5-1 per barrel of proved reserves (or a 
total unit development cost of $2-5 ber boe), some 40-70% lower than the 
conventional projects of a similar scale.  Plus it would reduce CO2-equivalent 
emissions by up to 7 million tonnes per year (assuming 80% combustion 
efficiency, 30 barrels per scf of liquid and 20-year global warming potential of 
methane) and, very likely, deliver attractive returns on investment and NPV 
(Net Present Value) under reasonable fiscal terms and commercial structures. 
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Time for a tangible investment in Nahr Bin Omar? 

The good news in Iraq is that a major flare abatement operation is already 
underway.  The Basrah Gas Company (a joint venture between Shell, the Iraq 
government and Mitsubishi) is already embarking on a major investment 
programme to recover the gas to generate power and reduce the import 
demand - with some considerable success (over a billion cubic feet per day is 
now captured, creating 3.5 GW of power).  Whilst three fields are currently 
involved (Rumaila, West Qurna 1 and Zubair) at 18 BCM there is room for 
considerably more. 

And whilst this programme is very ambitious, there are hundreds of similar-
sized opportunities globally, the core focus of Capterio. 

In today’s challenging times for the oil and gas industry, we need fresh 
approaches.  With strong political will, consumer pressure and operational 
leadership, asset owners can partner with project developers which specialise 
in financing and delivering on-the-ground flare abatement solutions, such as 
Capterio to make a difference.  Together we can deliver a “triple win” (for 
asset owners, for governments and consumers, and for the planet). 

As Bob Dudley (BP’s outgoing CEO) recently put it, “flaring can and must be 
tackled … and gas itself can and must be increasingly decarbonised”.    

Our industry has always been innovative and progressive.  Now the energy 
transition is underway we’re being called on again.   

Together let’s get it done. 
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Capterio is an agile project developer focussed on monetising waste gas in oil 
& gas energy systems. We build solutions to capture waste gas and utilise it, 
taking it to pipelines, injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or disposal), 
converting it to power, liquids (e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other creative 
solutions.  We screen and source opportunities, we select and procure 
technology, we negotiate commercial contracts, we provide project financing - 
and oversee construction and operations. We bring together assets together 
with technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, real-
world, safe and reliable solutions. 

We would like to thank former colleagues at EDF, Shell and BP for lively 
discussions on this subject. 

The online version of this article is found here. 

For more information please see www.capterio.com and follow us on LinkedIn.  
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The latest UN climate discussions (COP25) closed last week in Madrid with limited 
agreement. Under current policies (and continued inaction), the world is heading for 3.2 
degrees of warming by the end of the century according to the UN. 

In the Paris Climate Agreement of 2016, countries agreed to determine, plan, and 
regularly report on the nationally determined contributions (NDCs) they each 
committed in order to mitigate global warming.  Three years later there is some 
progress, but it is not enough, as the UN emissions gap report outlines.  There is, at least, 
an opportunity for our industry to lead, as Mohammad Sanusi Barkindo (OPEC’s 
Secretary-General) said at the last COP meeting: 

“The scale of the challenge means ... the contribution of an entire industry or group of 
countries cannot be overlooked. This is not a race to renewables alone; it’s a race to lower 
greenhouse gas emissions. The [oil and gas industry] industry possesses know-how and 
experience for reducing our environmental footprint” 

A recent McKinsey article, which outlines ways that the oil and gas industry can 
decarbonise, correctly highlights the opportunities arising from reducing flaring, 
venting and leaking of natural gas. Capterio’s own analysis suggests these 3 sources of 
waste amount to 7% of the total gas supply, add 7 billion tonnes of avoidable CO2e 
emissions p.a., and represent a lost revenue opportunity of $40 billion dollars 
p.a.  Figure 1 aggregates the figures: note we use a 20-year GWP factor for methane (and 
other assumptions are detailed here).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 1: The size of the global prize from tackling flaring (burning of waste gas, often 
incompletely), venting (deliberate release of methane) and leaking (accidental release of 
methane). The total waste from these 3 sources is 7% of total gas volumes (and revenue). 
The full lifecycle emissions of the natural gas supply double from 7.2 billion tonnes of CO2 
(from end-use combustion) to 14.8 billion tonnes of CO2e (when flaring, venting and 
leaking is accounted for, assuming a 20-year GWP for methane and a 10% global 
combustion efficiency). Data from World Bank GGFR and IEA. 
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Tackling flaring is a quick and easy win to generate revenues and work towards 
NDCs 

Capterio is primarily focussed on flaring (with a secondary emphasis on venting and 
leaking) since flares are highly visible “point sources” which can be addressed profitably 
with relative ease using proven technologies. Flaring is, therefore, one of the lowest-
hanging and most profitable solutions to the climate change challenge.  And what’s 
more, it is delivered by the oil and gas industry directly. Attractive flare abatement 
projects have a negative abatement cost around $15-50 per tonne CO2e (i.e. the 
investments make money, whilst also decarbonising), which is compelling. 

Tackling flaring is a win-win for countries, creating additional revenues whilst 
contributing towards Paris NDCs. By tackling flaring alone, countries like Nigeria, 
Venezuela, Algeria or Iraq can, each, unlock more than $1 billion additional domestic 
revenues plus deliver more than 50%+ of their existing NDCs.  Figure 2 (which assumes 
a more conservative 100-year GWP for methane, in addition to an optimistic 
combustion efficiency of 97%) shows the opportunity.   

 
Figure 2: Country overview of the opportunity for flare abatement to generate revenues 
($b p.a.) and meet unconditional nationally determined contributions (NDCs), presented 
as a proportion of the total. The size of the bubble reflects the potential for emissions 
reduction of flare abatement. For the countries analyzed, tackling flaring alone meets 11% 
of total committed unconditional NDCs (the NDCs themselves are equivalent to 43% of the 
total CO2 emissions for these countries in 2018). This case assumes a more conservative 
emissions case of 100-year methane GWP and 3% combustion efficiency in flaring. Data 
from Climate Watch, World Bank GGFR and IEA. 
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The opportunity to meet NDCs is, however, even larger if vents and leaks are 
included 

As outlined above, there are also opportunities to decarbonise the oil and gas sector by 
tackling the venting and leaking of natural gas. Taken as a whole, tackling flaring 
venting and leaking in oil and gas could meet 53% of selected countries NDC ambitions 
on a 100-year GWP basis. And, by tackling venting and leaking an additional 40% 
revenue can be created, offering an even larger win-win from decarbonising the oil and 
gas sector. 
 

 
Figure 3: Overview of the opportunity represented by the abatement of flares, vents and 
leaks to not only generate revenues ($ billion p.a.), but also meet unconditional nationally 
determined contributions (NDCs), presented as a proportion of the total. The size of the 
bubbles reflect emissions reduction of all activities. Assuming a 100 year GWP, tackling 
flaring, venting and leaking meets 53% of the NDCs for the example countries. Assuming a 
20 year GWP, it is 143%. Data from Climate Watch, World Bank GGFR and IEA. 

Whilst COP25 closed with limited agreement, we think that flare monetisation (and 
addressing venting and leaking) is one of the decarbonisation levers that everyone can 
agree on. By doing this, we create a “triple win” for asset owners, for governments and 
citizens, and for the planet. 

To deliver, we need to find new ways of working, with agile teams that react quickly and 
do not compromise the quality, integrity and safety of operations. 

Today it is realistic to solve the flaring issue with existing, proven technologies. It is 
environmentally urgent to solve and can unlock $750 per second.  

Times have changed. Let’s get moving  
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Capterio is an agile project developer focussed on monetising waste gas in oil & gas 
energy systems. We build solutions to capture waste gas and utilise it, taking it to 
pipelines, injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or disposal), converting it to 
power, liquids (e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other creative solutions.  We screen and 
source opportunities, we select and procure technology, we negotiate commercial 
contracts, we provide project financing - and oversee construction and operations. We 
bring together assets together with technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-
the-ground, real-world, safe and reliable solutions. 

For more information please see www.capterio.com and follow us on LinkedIn.  We 
would like to thank Chris Elvidge (NOAA) who published a thought-provoking paper, 
and discussion on this topic. We are grateful for colleagues at McKinsey & Company for 
lively discussions on this subject. Thanks also to Climate Watch and Climate Action 
Tracker for tracking and assessing country NDCs. 

If you want our latest thought-pieces direct to your mailing list, sign up to subscribe 
here.  

The online version of this article is found here. 
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E U R O P E ’ S  N E A R E S T  G A S - S U P P L Y I N G  C O U N T R I E S  H A V E  N O T  O N L Y  
S O M E  O F  T H E  H I G H E S T  A B S O L U T E  V O L U M E S ,  B U T  A L S O  S O M E  O F  
T H E  H I G H E S T  “ F L A R I N G  I N T E N S I T Y ”  R A T E S .   

S E V E R A L  C O U N T R I E S  T H E R E F O R E  H A V E  P O T E N T I A L  M A R K E T  R I S K  
( D U E  T O  G R O W I N G  E N V I R O N M E N T A L  C O N C E R N S ) ,  B U T  A L S O  A  
H U G E  O P P O R T U N I T Y  T O  C R E A T E  V A L U E .    

F L A R E  C A P T U R E  S O L U T I O N S  R E P R E S E N T  A N  E A S Y - T O - I M P L E M E N T  
E C O N O M I C  A N D  E N V I R O N M E N T A L  W I N - W I N ,  W I T H  A  L A R G E  
N E G A T I V E  A B A T E M E N T  C O S T .  

-   

Few would dispute that, apart from when it is safety-related, gas flaring is a waste of a 
valuable energy resource.  A single 5 mmscf/d flare, for example, not only wastes some 
$7.5 million per year (at a conservative price of $4/mmbtu), but also increases 
emissions by 400 thousand tonnes CO2-equivalent tonnes per year (assuming 10% 
combustion efficiency, see our article). Flares of this size (and lower) are key targets for 
flare capture with proven commercial solutions. 

Where do the opportunities exist? 

Capterio has compared flare volumes (from the World Bank GGFR) to oil production 
volumes (from BP’s Statistical Review of World Energy) to derive a “heat map” of 
absolute flare volume versus “flare intensity” by country. The resulting matrix divides 
into four quadrants (high absolute flare volume, high flare intensity is dark orange; low 
absolute flare volume, low flare intensity is  light grey, etc., see Figure 1). The analysis, 
which shows a large span of performance between countries, is already of keen interest 
to the EU+ member states. 
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Figure 1: World map outlining countries by flare volume and flare intensity per barrel of 
oil. Countries surrounding Europe have both high flare rates per barrel and high total 
flare volumes (white indicates countries that are immaterial for flaring). The countries in 
the darker colours have the most opportunity to improve revenue whilst decarbonising. 

Data commentary: The World Bank study reports flares that are observed from satellites 
1-2 times per day. The volume estimate is based on the observed thermal anomaly, and the 
estimates have been calibrated with low variances versus actual (metered) measurements. 

Whilst 2018’s global average “flare intensity” was c. 140 scf/barrel (flaring of 13,900 
million scf per day divided by oil production of 99 million barrels per day), several 
countries relevant to Europe (e.g. Algeria, Libya and potentially Iraq) have a flaring 
intensity some 300-400% higher, up to 560 scf/barrel (see Figure 2).  In contrast, 
several leading countries (e.g. Norway and Azerbaijan) have a flare intensity 10-20% of 
the global average, as low as 15-30 scf/barrel. If the high intensity countries that supply 
Europe by pipeline were, for example, to lower their intensity to the global average, 
their increased annual revenue opportunity could be up to $8.2 billion, plus it could lead 
to a reduction of CO2-equivalent emissions of up to 380 million tonnes per year.  Note 
our figures assuming an average gas price in Europe around $8/mmbtu, and 90% flare 
combustion efficiency (see our article on the importance of our assumed 10% of 
“methane slip”). 
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Figure 2: An alternative view of the same data in Figure 1, showing the absolute level of 
flaring (left hand chart) and the relative (to oil production) level of flaring (right hand 
chart). The global average is ~140 scf per barrel, but there is a very large span of 
performance. 
 
What drives flaring intensity? 

“Flaring intensity” is driven by 3 factors, namely: (1) the intrinsic gas/oil ratio of the 
resource base (a function of source rock type and its maturation history), (2) the 
approach taken by the operator to positively deal with any produced gas (using it for 
EOR, power generation, liquids conversion, or simply gas to pipeline, etc.), and; (3) the 
form of any residual waste (i.e. the relative bias for flaring versus the alternative of 
venting, see Figure 3). Going forward, operators can focus on optimising factors 2 and 
3.  Factor 2 is the core offer of Capterio (we focus on innovative ways to monetise 
wasted gas, see flyer), and factor 3 can be addressed by improving the efficiency of flare 
combustion. 
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Figure 3: Formulaic description of the total flaring, broken down by its principal drivers. 
Let’s work an example: Suppose a country produces 1.5 million barrels of oil per day with 
an average gas-oil ratio of 300 scf per barrel of oil … then the associated gas would be 450 
million scf/d gas. If the operator utilised two thirds of this associated gas productively (e.g. 
in pipeline sales, for EOR, for power generation etc.), then the “waste” would be some 150 
million scf/d. If 80% of this waste were to be flared (and 20% vented, as uncombusted 
methane), then observable flaring would be 120 million scf/d. The calculated “flare 
intensity” is 80 scf/bbl (which is the flare volume divided by the oil production: 120 million 
scf/d divided by 1.5 million bbl/d oil production). 

What’s the key insight from the data? 

A key insight, especially for European consumers, is that the countries with the highest 
absolute volumes and highest “flaring intensity” are also, for the most part, Europe’s 
most proximal hydrocarbon suppliers (Russia, Iraq, Egypt, Libya, Algeria). To Europe 
and the countries highlighted, this situation represents not only a potential market risk, 
but also an attractive investment opportunity. 

The risk is that flaring may contribute to a disconnect between European 
hydrocarbon demand and its proximal supply, due to greenhouse gas 
considerations 

The EU is continuing to think seriously about enshrining 2050 net-zero carbon 
emissions into law and member states are becoming increasingly sensitive to 
greenhouse gas intensity of their energy supply chains. In the coming years, greenhouse 
gas reporting standards, both internal and external to the bloc are likely to be 
strengthened.  This will provide data to suppliers, consumers and investors which can 
be used to drive lower emissions (through the emissions trading scheme, ‘green’ 
certification schemes etc.). There is support for this from European energy players. As a 
senior energy executive recently remarked, “Europe needs a certification market – it will 
not be possible to achieve low emissions without support from regulation”. 

As Europe decarbonises, demand - in addition to price premiums - will likely be greater 
for products with lower greenhouse gas intensity. Without tackling the flaring problem, 
especially given an abundance of supply sources to the region, Europe’s proximal 
hydrocarbon suppliers may lose some of their natural advantages to more remote 
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suppliers (e.g. LNG) due to higher greenhouse gas intensity.  That would potentially 
result in a loss or market share for the more proximal suppliers and maybe also even 
drive up prices for European consumers. 

But the opportunity is to tackle flaring, creating value whilst decarbonising 
supplies 

Capterio analysis indicates that flare abatement projects have a negative abatement cost 
around $15-50 per tonne CO2e (i.e. the investments make money, whilst also 
decarbonising).  This compares, for example, to a positive abatement cost (i.e. a net cost) 
of some $2+ per tonne of CO2e for planting a tree.   

Flare capture therefore makes not only economic, but environmental sense.  Flare 
abatement for countries with significant flaring volumes and rates (Russia, Iraq, Egypt, 
Libya, Algeria) creates an easy-to-implement economic and environmental win-win 
which decarbonises oil and gas supply chains.   

The race is now on for Europe’s proximal suppliers to show decarbonisation 
leadership.  Now, that’s an exciting investment proposition. 
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Capterio can provide big data analytics on flaring and gas wastage to empower energy 
providers to create a more sustainable, profitable solution for their consumers, 
investors and staff. Our data enables actionable insights into smarter, cleaner and more 
affordable energy choices that can improve people’s lives and enhance sustainability. 

Capterio is a project developer focussed on monetising waste gas in oil & gas energy 
systems. We build solutions to capture waste gas and utilise it, taking it to pipelines, 
injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or disposal), converting it to power, liquids 
(e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other creative solutions.  We screen and source 
opportunities, we select and procure technology, we negotiate commercial contracts, we 
provide project financing - and oversee construction and operations. We bring together 
assets together with technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, 
real-world, safe and reliable solutions. 

For more information please see www.capterio.com and follow us on LinkedIn. We are 
grateful for colleagues at the IEA, McKinsey & Company and the Rocky Mountain 
Institute for lively discussions on this topic. 

If you want our latest thought-pieces direct to your mailing list, sign up to subscribe 
here. 

The online version of this article is found here. 
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A N A L Y S T S  A N D  I N V E S T O R S  A R E  I N C R E A S I N G L Y  F O C U S E D  O N  T H E  
C A R B O N  I M P L I C A T I O N S  O F  T H E I R  I N V E S T M E N T S .   

S A U D I  A R A M C O ’ S  R E C E N T  B O N D  P R O S P E C T U S  H I G H L I G H T E D  T H E  
L O W  C A R B O N  I N T E N S I T Y  O F  I T S  P R O D U C T I O N  A S  A N  
A T T R A C T I V E ,  D I F F E R E N T I A T E D  F E A T U R E  O F  T H E  C O M P A N Y .   

P O S T - I P O ,  I N V E S T O R S  W I L L  E X P E C T  C O N T I N U E D  H I G H  
P E R F O R M A N C E  O N  T H I S  T O P I C  A N D  A N  E A S Y  W I N  F O R  S A U D I  
A R A M C O  T O  D R I V E  I M P R O V E M E N T S  I S  B Y  C O N T I N U I N G  T O  
T A C K L E  F L A R I N G .   

T O D A Y  T H E Y  J O I N E D  T H E  W O R L D  B A N K ’ S  Z E R O  R O U T I N E  
F L A R I N G  B Y  2 0 3 0  I N I T I A T I V E ,  S E T T I N G  O U T  A  S T A T E M E N T  O F  
I N T E N T  T O  D O  J U S T  T H A T …  

-   

Today Saudi Aramco joined the World Bank’s Zero Routine Flaring initiative, and 
shortly, Saudi Aramco is listing, bringing an expected $60bn to market. The IPO is likely 
to drive increased transparency and accountability inside the company, and bring 
additional scrutiny from outside it. This is likely to have a positive impact on its 
competitiveness. 

From its listing onwards, Saudi Aramco will be compared to its oil major peer group on 
everything from its Total Shareholder Return to its capital projects delivery schedule to 
the carbon intensity of its products. The company will need to continually articulate the 
competitive strengths of its existing offering and its plans for the future. It will then 
need to prove the quality of its performance against these plans to maintain investor 
trust. 

Saudi Aramco’s low carbon intensity advantage 

In its recent bond prospectus, Saudi Aramco outlined one of its competitive strengths as 
“Crude oil extraction with a low average carbon intensity”. This is a fair assessment, 
according to the IEA (see Figure 1) and a recent paper in Science. As the company states 
on its website, the paper ranks the company as the lowest carbon intensity of any major 
producer to extract, process, and transport its crude oil to the refinery gate (excluding 
emissions from product combustion).  
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Figure 1: Well-to-fuel tank emissions of Saudi Arabian oil vs. peer countries, adapted from 
IEA (Excluding emissions from refined products). Note that we have recalculated the CO2-
equivalent emissions using a 20-year, rather than 100-year timescales as per the original 
analysis from the IEA. 

The fact that this point was laid out in the bond prospectus alongside details of the 
climate and climate-policy related risks to its business is no coincidence. Indeed, the 
document states “Climate change concerns may cause demand for crude oil with lower 
average carbon intensities to increase relative to those with higher average carbon 
intensities”.  

Carbon intensity as a point of differentiation for oil majors 

Investors are deciding to increasingly allocate capital to low carbon responsible 
investments. Carbon intensity is therefore an increasingly critical point of 
differentiation for oil majors to attract capital and generate value. Equinor is framing 
itself as “an industry leader in carbon intensity...with a carbon intensity half of the 
industry average.” Shell, Total and Repsol are accounting for scope three emissions (i.e. 
those of their customers) in their long-term strategies. Shell is linking performance on 
emissions to executive bonuses. These decisions enhance environmental and social 
license to operate, ensuring continued access to financing, but may also provide 
financial advantage in the future. In countries that begin to levy carbon taxes, low 
carbon intensity will likely translate to price advantages for companies (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Impact of a $50/ tonne carbon tax on well-to-fuel tank process emissions 
(refining, transport, flaring, venting, leaking, energy etc.) on the total price of a barrel of 
oil from selected countries (with simple assumption that price of crude same from all 
locations). Case does not look at impact of a carbon tax on end-combustion emissions of 
fuel types, in which case price would be more in range $540-$640/boe 

In order to ensure sustained competitive advantage on the carbon intensity of its 
production, Saudi Aramco will need to articulate how its future will continue to be 
‘greener’ than its peers.  

Saudi Aramco and its flaring story 

To date, Saudi Aramco has seen notable improvement on flaring. With the building of 
their Master Gas System in the 1970s to tie-in associated gas, Saudi Aramco reports it 
cut flaring from 4000mmscf/d to ~200mmscf/d. Today, the company has a program 
dedicated to flaring minimization, and actively reports on its successes (for example at 
Tanajib). The government of Saudi Arabia is a signatory to the World Bank’s Zero 
Routine Flaring initiative and today the company joined the initiative.  

Continuing its efforts on flaring is one of the lowest hanging fruits for Saudi Aramco to 
drive further decreases in carbon intensity. According to Capterio’s satellite data, 
supported by figures from the World Bank, fourteen flares exist in Saudi Arabia greater 
than 4mmscf/d (Figure 3). On inspection, it appears that many of these flares are close 
to existing infrastructure and or markets and we believe that these are easy to 
commercialise, with likely many more in addition. 
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Figure 3: Graph of flares in Saudi Arabia, ranked by size (mmscf/d) in addition to two 
satellite images of some of Saudi Arabia’s largest flares (top image from 10/11/2018, 
bottom image from 2/2/2019). Satellite data is provided by the World Bank, the flare in 
the image is 12 million scf/d. 

The opportunity to further monetize flared gas in Saudi Arabia 

Capturing and monetizing flared gas in Saudi Arabia would not only create value, 
improve reputations, but also decarbonise the oil (and gas) supply chain. Given that gas 
is increasingly being used for high-end petrochemicals, for water production and power 
generation (here, displacing oil, for increased export), it also has considerable value in-
country. Even more so given that Saudi Arabia is starting to explore for shale gas (it 
signed a deal with Halliburton earlier this year), considering building gas import 
infrastructure (from/via Russia, Iraq), and is even rumoured to be evaluating even LNG 
imports (it already has a deep interest in LNG trading, through its recent deals to 
purchase US LNG exports). 

Capturing and monetizing the gas from all Saudi Aramco’s 14 flares above 4mmscf/d 
would unlock the potential of an additional 90mmscf/d gas product. That would bring 
~$130 million additional revenues to the company and decrease emissions ~7Mt CO2e 
(assuming $4/mmbtu and 10% combustion efficiency). Whilst the additional revenues 
aren’t significant relative to net income of $111.1 billion in 2019, the positive 
environmental impact would be notable. Tackling all flares above 2mmscf/d would 
unlock an even greater prize (Figure 4) and would support the company’s ambitions to 
expand into natural gas. 
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Figure 4: Gas volumes, revenues and CO2 impact available from capturing and monetizing 
Saudi Arabian flares above 4mmscf/d and 2mmscf/d 

Flares of this size are therefore likely to be easily solvable with existing, commercial 
solutions. From the quick fixes (e.g. regular maintenance to reduce volumes that reach 
the flare stack) to the structural solutions (e.g. building relevant infrastructure like 
pipelines, injection facilities, units for power/ liquids conversion), flaring can 
straightforwardly be minimized to safety related only. Tackling major flares would help 
Saudi Aramco to continue to decrease its CO2 intensity, and further signify real 
company action on carbon to investors. 

By eradicating flaring completely, and tackling the venting and leaking of methane, 
Saudi Aramco could decrease its carbon intensity by over 50%, to ~40kg CO2e/ boe on 
a pre-combustion basis. This would position Saudi Aramco as one the critical producers 
of low-carbon intensity petroleum products, cement long-term demand and potentially 
obtain a future ‘low-carbon’ premium for it’s product.   

Now that’s an attractive proposition for investors to buy into. 
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Capterio is a project developer focussed on monetizing waste gas in oil & gas energy 
systems. We build solutions to capture waste gas and utilize it, taking it to pipelines, 
injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or disposal), converting it to power, liquids 
(e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other creative solutions.  We screen and source 
opportunities, we select and procure technology, we negotiate commercial contracts, we 
provide project financing - and oversee construction and operations. We bring together 
assets together with technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, 
real-world, safe and reliable solutions. 

For more information please see www.capterio.com and follow us on LinkedIn. 

Thanks to inspirational reading from the BBC (see the flare which inspired this article in 
their piece here), Axios’article on Saudi Aramco’s climate change pitch and the Baker 
Institute’s paper on Saudi Arabia’s climate strategy. Thanks to Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace for developing the great Oil-Climate Index which supported fruitful 
internal discussions 

The online version of this article is found here. 
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T H I S  W E E K ’ S  M A J O R  O I L  A N D  G A S  C O N F E R E N C E  H I G H L I G H T E D  T H E  
K E Y  R O L E  T H A T  D E C A R B O N I S E D  N A T U R A L  G A S  I S  L I K E L Y  T O  P L A Y  
I N  T H E  E N E R G Y  T R A N S I T I O N .  A F T E R  A L L  T H E  T A L K ,  W E  O U T L I N E  
W H E R E  A N D  H O W  T O  C O N C E N T R A T E  T H A T  I N T E N T  O N  G A S  
D E C A R B O N I S A T I O N  I N T O  P R A C T I C A L ,  P R O F I T A B L E  A C T I O N  

-  

The “Oil and Money” conference in London this week was one of the largest annual 
gatherings of the industry’s leadership.  Yet talk at the conference wasn’t just about “oil” 
or “money” … rather, a lot focussed on “gas” and “carbon”.   

Many see that natural gas has a key role in the energy transition as a bridging fuel to a 
carbon-free system.  Gas has (at the point of use) half the carbon intensity of coal - 
arguably a reason why it has seen strong growth and has been taking market share from 
coal. Karen Harbert, President of the American Gas Association argues that “Natural gas 
is no longer a transitional fuel, [it is] foundational in our energy landscape”. 

But the global community is becoming increasingly sceptical of the’ ‘green’ credentials 
of some natural gas.  

This is because the total carbon emissions from natural gas are not only from ‘clean’ end 
use combustion. Significant emissions are associated with upstream operations.  Most 
wasteful - and most eminently solvable - are emissions from the activities of flaring, 
venting and leaking (Figure 1). 273 BCM natural gas is flared, vented and leaked 
annually. This problem literally doubles the CO2-equivalent emissions of the global gas 
system (which includes the oil supply chain), due to a large extent to the potency of 
methane emissions, as will be outlined fully in a later article. 

 
Figure 1: All CO2-equivalent emission sources associated with natural gas 
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The industry already has actions underway to tackle these issues.  The largest players 
have committed to OGCI methane targets and the Methane Guiding Principles.  The 
World Bank GGFR programme has worked tirelessly to ensure that flare reduction is 
high on the agenda through their “Zero Routine Flaring” (ZRF) commitments.   

We fully endorse these initiatives and commitments. But Capterio is all about getting 
practical, and delivering with action. To do that, we use data to drive our thinking and 
steer our asset deployments.  

To make that statement more tangible, we’ll share some insights from the satellite 
observations of flares. We think that at a high-level, it tells a simple global story (Figure 
2): 

Figure 2: Frequency, size and source of global flares. Definitions in the body of the image.  

1. Most flaring is “continuous” in nature. This debunks a commonly-held myth 
that flaring mostly occurs only in “upset” conditions when equipment fails - and 
highlights that we have further to go to deliver on Zero Routine Flaring 
commitments; 

2. “Large” flares (greater than 5 million scf/d) dominate the monetisation 
opportunity (less than ~25% are small).  A moderately-sized large flare (say 5 
million scf/day) represents a revenue opportunity of ~$15 per minute 
(assuming $4/ MMBTU) and a CO2-equivalent abatement opportunity of 0.4 
million tonnes per year (assuming 90% combustion efficiency - see related 
article); 

3. Non-OECD countries really matter, accounting for ~85% of the total flaring 
problem.   
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Breaking down the source data from OECD to country-level generates tremendous 
practical insight on how and where we focus on deploying our solutions and our 
country-level assets (Figure 3).  In particular: 

1. Significant opportunities exist in Iraq, Iran, Venezuela, Algeria and Libya. All 
countries have large and continuous flares (reflecting their legacy assets), which 
can be captured using proven solutions. Capterio is currently active developing 
projects in the non-sanctioned countries (learn more here); 

2. The United States’ flares are mostly small (reflecting thousands of shale oil 
operations), but their aggregated volume can add up to real significance. In the 
right circumstances, a series of medium and small flares can be tied together and 
monetised using modular solutions. Capterio is actively working with technology 
partners to deliver the right, profitable solutions in the US (learn more here). 

 

Figure 3: Sankey chart of the volume of flared gas by size of flare, nature and country (as 
an alternative to presenting 40 pie charts on a page). Definitions in the body of the image. 

 
These kinds of insights help us and our partner companies to consider our intervention 
strategies and technology selection when entering a country. Whilst each gas 
monetisation opportunity requires a bespoke solution, the data still helps to guide our 
global and country-level thinking on flaring. 

Today, the industry is talking the right talk on flaring. Eldar Saetre (Equinor’s CEO) said 
at Climate Week: “Flaring is a waste and bad for the industry’s reputation … we can do 
something about it.” Bob Dudley (BP’s outgoing CEO) said this week: “Flaring must be 
tackled”.  
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Now is the time for action. We believe that the oil and gas companies that respond to 
this challenge with results will not only yield greater returns, but also earn their right to 
play in a world increasingly focussed on emissions and social license to operate. 

Capterio is action and solution-oriented. We deliver. We have the data, the technology 
and a clear case for responsible and sustainable investment (see our perspective on 
sustainable investing here) to capture the opportunities from flares and to monetize 
wasted gas. 

Gas decarbonisation pays to be done, and is critical to its continued role in the 
energy transition.  What’s not to like? 
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Capterio can also help your objective to monetize wasted gas by capturing the gas and 
taking it to pipelines, by injecting it (for storage, enhanced recovery or disposal), by 
converting it to power, liquids (e.g. CNG, LPG, GTL, LNG, etc) or other creative 
solutions.  Capterio is a project developer which brings assets together with 
technologies, know-how and financing to deliver on-the-ground, real-world, safe and 
reliable solutions. We screen and source opportunities, we select and procure 
technology, we negotiate commercial contracts we provide project financing - and 
oversee construction and operations.   

Capterio would like to thank our technology and business partners for their input into 
many of the ideas in this article, and the World Bank and its partners for insightful 
discussions on the data. 

For more information please see www.capterio.com and follow us on LinkedIn. 

The online version of this article is found here. 
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F L A R E  C A P T U R E  P R E S E N T S  A  S I G N I F I C A N T  O P P O R T U N I T Y  F O R  O I L  
&  G A S  P L A Y E R S  T O  D R I V E  A D D I T I O N A L  R E V E N U E S  A N D  
D E C A R B O N I Z E  O P E R A T I O N S .   H O W E V E R ,  W E  M A Y  W E L L  B E  
S I G N I F I C A N T L Y  U N D E R - E S T I M A T I N G  T H E  D E C A R B O N I Z A T I O N  
P O T E N T I A L  D U E  T O  I N V I S I B L E  E M I S S I O N S  F R O M  “ M E T H A N E  S L I P ” .  

- 

Capterio thinks a lot about the flaring of natural gas. Each year, 145 billion cubic metres 
(BCM) of gas is released into the atmosphere from gas flaring (its deliberate 
combustion), according to satellite data published by the World Bank’s Global Gas 
Flaring Reduction (GGFR) programme.  That’s $21 billion of revenue opportunity (at $4 
per mmbtu) and 270 million tonnes of CO2 emissions per year. 

Gas flaring leaves money on the table. Given that commercial technology solutions exist 
today, flaring should be minimal (except when it’s safety related). Gas is, after all, a 
valuable product with an important role to play in the energy transition, with lower 
greenhouse gas intensity than other fossil fuels and growing market share. 

In addition to the attractive financial opportunity, the environmental benefits of flare 
capture are large. Yet, as we’ll argue here, they’re probably underestimated due to the 
omission of emissions of methane from incomplete combustion and venting.  The 
majority of flares also vent gas due to incomplete combustion resulting from poor 
aeration, the presence of fuel impurities, or the wind. Inefficient combustion (often of 
liquids) is often associated with characteristic black smoke (see figure 1).  

 
Figure 1: Example flares from North Africa, as imaged in satellite data in Capterio’s flare 
opportunity screening tool, used to identify global opportunities for flare capture. Black 
smoke typically indicates a combination of inefficient combustion and significant liquids 
content of the gas. Read more about this tool in our detailed guide here 

A comprehensive study of flares in the Bakken (USA) found a median combustion 
efficiency of 97% (equivalent to 3% “methane slip”), albeit with a significant skew 
towards lower combustion efficiencies (Gvakharia et al., 2017). Yet in many non-OECD 
countries (although there is very little hard data), combustion efficiencies are probably 
much lower.  Anecdotally, we know that some operators choose to vent over flaring, 
potentially to avoid easy detection from the current suite of satellites.  

At lower combustion efficiencies, the CO2-equivalent (CO2-e) emissions of flares are 
significantly higher, as methane (unburnt gas) is vented directly into the atmosphere. 
Methane has 84-86 times the Global Warming Potential (GWP) of CO2 (on a mass basis) 
on a 20-year timescale, according to the IPCC. So by tackling the inefficient combustion 
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associated with flaring, the oil and gas industry could realise an even bigger 
environmental upside. Let’s take an example.  

An operation that delivers 10 million cubic feet per day of wet gas (i.e. containing a 
modest volume of gas condensate) to a flare with a 97% combustion efficiency would 
generate 0.24 million tonnes of CO2 emissions per year (see figure 2). But the same flare 
burning at, say 80% combustion efficiency (due to a poorly designed or maintained tip), 
has emissions ~6x higher, of 1.4 million tonnes per year.  

 
Figure 2: Effect of combustion efficiency on CO2-equivalent emissions for an example flare 
of 10 million scf per day 

Scaling this up to the global level, the environmental opportunity from tackling flaring 
and its associated venting gets material. Assuming a weighted-average global average 
combustion efficiency of, say, 90%, we calculate that 1.2 billion tonnes of CO2-
equivalent are emitted. That’s ~4.4x the 270 million tonnes of CO2 emissions from a 
100% efficient combustion scenario over a 20-time period (see figure 3).  And that’s a 
big unexpected abatement opportunity for the industry which makes an excellent target 
for "responsible" sustainability-led investment (see article). 
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Figure 3: Total global CO2-equivalent emissions from flaring under different combustion 
efficiencies and different impact timelines 

Methane abatement through flare capture is, therefore, a real opportunity for operators 
not only to monetize waste gas but also to dramatically decarbonize the industry. A 
comprehensive report by Columbia’s Center of Sustainable Investing outlines potential 
policy solutions. But independent of policy, there are multiple pathways for operators to 
act, using proven solutions:  

1. Apply “quick fixes”, for example:  

1. Improve combustion efficiency by using smokeless flare technologies (e.g. 
by improving airflow at the flare, utilizing flare monitoring systems); 

2. Reduce the volumes that reach the flare stack by improving operations by 
changing out suboptimal hardware (e.g. replacing leaking valves). 

2. Develop structural solutions to capture flared gas by creating valuable products, 
for example: 

1. Utilize the gas directly (e.g. for enhanced oil recovery (EOR), or for 
delivery to a local gas gathering system); 

2. Generate electricity from the gas (e.g. for local and regional 
consumption); 

3. Convert the gas to liquids for sale (e.g. NGL, CNG, LPG, GTL or LNG). 
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Capterio can help with flare monetisation.  We are wholly focussed on providing 
structural solutions that monetize waste gas and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We 
bring financing, technology solutions, business models and capabilities to make the 
capture and reduction of flares (and associated vents and leaks) economic for all parties 
involved. We work with pioneering players in the oil and gas industry in collaborative 
partnerships.  

For more information please see www.capterio.com and follow us on LinkedIn.  

The authors thank colleagues from EDF, IEA, RMI, McKinsey, SYSTEMIQ and CCAC for 
inspirational discussions on this and related topics (although the opinions and analysis 
are our own). 

The online version of this article is found here. 
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This week in New York has been Climate Week. Among the announcements and policy 
initiatives, one of the most interesting moves has been the banking community’s 
“Principles for Responsible Banking”. This could be game-changing for the oil and gas 
industry. 

These principles “help any bank… to align its business strategy with society’s goals 
[including the UN’s] Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris Climate Agreement.” 
With the energy transition underway, starving the oil and gas industry of capital could 
have major ramifications.  Players that cannot demonstrate that they are decarbonising 
their portfolios will see their financing options shrinking, and this will raise their cost of 
capital and negatively impact shareholder returns. 

According to the Energy Transitions Commission (ETC), oil and natural gas will 
continue to play a significant role for the next 2-3 decades.  Whist natural gas will peak 
later than oil it is still likely to provide material volumes in 2050 (Shell’s Sky scenario 
puts consumption at 115 Exajoules (EJ, vs 136 today) and the ETC ranges between 77 
and 118 EJ). 

Yet some of the largest oil-producing nations have a clear, investable route to accelerate 
decarbonisation and create value. This route can also improve (or at least sustain) their 
attractiveness as investors set higher benchmarks on sustainability and societal goals.   

It’s around minimising wasted natural gas in the oil and gas supply chain. 

Our research, supported by data from the World Bank and the IEA, has highlighted that 
globally 257 BCM of natural gas is wasted per year through flaring, venting and leaking. 
This equates to $39 billion dollars’ worth: some 15% of global gas production (see 
figure below or a detailed explanatory guide).  Whlist, the industry has talked about this 
gas wastage for over a decade, the figures, however, continue to head in the wrong 
direction. 

The claim that gas is a low carbon fossil fuel is supportable when end-use emissions are 
accounted for - some 7 billion tonnes of CO2 per year. However, when wasted natural 
gas is added factored in (noting that some of it is in the form of CO2 and some in the 
more environmentally potent form of CH4), an additional 7 billion tonnes of CO2-
equivalent emissions per year result, which doubles the carbon intensity of the natural 
gas industry.  This reduces the greenhouse gas (GHG) advantage of gas over coal to be 
questionable at best.  No wonder a leading oil and gas company acknowledged publicly, 
a year ago, that "gas may not even be a transition fuel, let alone a destination fuel, unless 
the problem of methane [wasted gas] is solved”. 

Yet fixing this waste is technically possible and, as the IEA indicates, largely feasible at 
zero (or less) net cost. At Climate Week, the CEO of a leading oil and gas company 
described flaring as one of the sector’s biggest issues: “It’s a waste and bad for the 
industry’s reputation… [and] we can do something about it”. 

To reduce the flaring of natural gas, our research suggests that, as an industry, we need 
to: 

https://www.unepfi.org/banking/bankingprinciples/
http://www.energy-transitions.org/
https://www.shell.com/energy-and-innovation/the-energy-future/scenarios/shell-scenario-sky.html
https://www.capterio.com/s/Capterio-Monetising-Wasted-Natural-Gas-30.pdf
https://www.iea.org/weo/methane/abatement/
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1. Improve transparency and awareness of the issues around flaring, venting and 
leaking gas; 

2. Improve the commercial incentive for change - addressing questions around 
pricing, fiscal terms, and technology at the right price point; 

3. Bring new approaches, especially in challenging countries, bringing in new 
players, new business and operating models, new technologies and new sources 
of funding. 

By embracing the challenge of flaring, venting and leaking – and by investing in the 
available solutions – the industry has a measurable opportunity to accelerate the energy 
transition, create value and drive economic growth. Most importantly, the industry can 
materially decarbonise its portfolio and its customers’ supply chains.  

This ‘triple win’  –  for asset owners, for governments and society, and for the planet – is 
compelling, and would be a major step towards industry decarbonisation and the 
commensurate improvement in the environment and animal and human health. A purist 
might suggest that these interventions are not progressive enough (after all, they relate 
to the fossil fuel industry).  But we take perhaps a pragmatic view, that it is a must-win 
battle, not least because it is of the most effective deployments of capital per unit of 
CO2-equivalent emissions abatement.   

And that’s what we call responsible investing. 
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About the authors: Capterio is a global enterprise that brings together flexible financing, 
innovative technology solutions and deep expertise to monetise wasted gas.  We work 
with pioneering players in the oil and gas industry and its supply chain and invest to 
deploy and deliver material reductions in the flaring, venting and leaking of natural 
gas.  For more information please see www.capterio.com. Follow us on Linkedin 
 

 
Overview of wasted gas and country league table for flaring. Click to open an 
explanatory guide. 

 
 
The online version of this article is found here. 
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Last Saturday’s attacks on the two energy facilities in Saudi Arabia (including the 
world’s largest oil processing facility at Abqaiq) have reduced Saudi's output of light 
crude oil by some 5.7 million barrels per day.  Beyond the obvious economic 
devastation, the significance of the attack is in its scale.  Half of Saudi’s output is offline, 
global production is reduced by 5%, and the oil price has surged by 15% (the highest 
spiking since the 1980s) leading to the highest crude oil prices for 4 months.   

Naturally, an attack on this scale will probably have major global economic and political 
ramifications, not least because most commentators believe that Saudi facility will have 
severely curtailed output for months.  Whilst in the short-term, there is some spare oil 
capacity from idle fields and in storage (including the US Strategic Petroleum Reserve), 
the long-term outlook will depend on the level of damage to the facilities and any 
possible retaliation or escalation. 

This leaves a critical question: where will, in the longer term, the replacement volumes 
come from to maintain the oil market in balance?  Russia may have some spare capacity. 
Iran does, but is sanction-constrained. Venezuela, Nigeria and Libya have other 
operational and economic worries.   

One possible outcome is that US shale production, perhaps triggered by a period of 
higher prices, could react quickly to fill the void - providing that its own exports of 
crude oil or refined products are not a bottleneck.  But US shale activity generally comes 
with abundant production of associated gas, most of which is flared (i.e. deliberately 
burned) since operators have not (yet) found a better way to use this by-product.    

The practice of gas flaring is very visible in the “Permian basin” (one of the most prolific 
onshore producing areas), where at least 1783 flares were visible from space in 2018 
(according to NOAA and World Bank GGFR), and where (according to Rystad Energy) 
flaring this June may have been as high as 800 million scf/day (the volume needed to 
supply the whole of Texas).  These practices have led to a dramatic increase in flared gas 
across the entire US between 2018 and 2017, from 850 to 1350 million scf/day, wasting 
a notional value of, say, $2 billion per year. 

 

So, one unexpected impact of the Saudi oil attacks might be increased flaring, increased 
emissions of methane (a much more potent greenhouse gas than CO2) leading to higher 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from the oil supply chain.  Unfortunately, this does 
little to help the oil and gas industry to decarbonise or improve its social license to 
operate.   
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About the authors: Capterio is a global enterprise that brings together flexible financing, 
innovative technology solutions and deep expertise to monetise wasted gas.  We work 
with pioneering players in the oil and gas industry and its supply chain and invest to 
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